Kundalini

and the Nephilim Deception

Kundalini and the coming
“alien” deception …
In recent years, there has been an
increased awareness of the deception of the
Kundalini1 spirit – the counterfeit2 spirit to
the Holy Spirit – operating in the Body of
Messiah. This serpent spirit [Kundalini] is
one of the manifestations of false holy spirit,
who forms part of the Black Trinity. It has
been a blessing to see believers repent of
their involvement in allowing this false holy
spirit [Kundalini], to operate in their lives.
They have closed the demonic door that
this involvement opened in their lives, and
are urgently warning fellow believers of the
dangers of this serpent spirit, Kundalini.
The LORD has raised up several solid,
Biblically-based teachers in the Body, teaching and warning against the spirit
of Kundalini … however, there are a few teachers out there that do not seem
to have the correct understanding on a few key points. This is the focus of this
article – to briefly explain the proper understanding of two major points
concerning Kundalini:
1. The role of Kundalini in the occult.
2. Understanding Nephilim and the coming “alien” deception.

For additional study, please see our book “Kundalini – The Tree Of Knowledge
And The Ancient Serpent”, available for download from the website, or for order
from the of9ice. Please note, there are two versions of this book available on the
website for download. The 9irst version, named here, is the full-picture version.
The second version is with the same content, but without the pictures. This
version was created for those who may get triggered by the pictures – those who
have been victims of DID/SRA.
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Note, the Kundalini spirit is the counterfeit Holy Spirit, which operates in the
“spirit” role of the “Black Trinity”. The Book of Revelations teaches us that The
Black Trinity is the counterfeit trinity of the kingdom of satan. There are many
names representing each part of this Black Trinity, but the general terms are: the
Beast/Satan (the counterfeit of God the Father), the Anti-Christ (the counterfeit
of Y’shua Messiah), and the False Prophet (that which speaks forth demonic
prophetic utterances, which includes Kundalini). The Kundalini spirit falls under
the category of the false spirit, as Kundalini is one of the ways this false/
counterfeit spirit can manifest itself.
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The role of Kundalini in the occult …
At the base of New Age is the pagan worship of other gods and goddesses
(fertility cults 3), and especially the mother goddess, Kundalini. Witchcraft and
the occult always need an object to work through for the spirit to dwell in or
attach to, that is why idols are called “spirit houses”, and trees in the occult
are often the “homes” of spirits.
In the Garden, Adam failed to protect Eve, causing her to be vulnerable to the
voice of the serpent – the false “holy spirit” voice of witchcraft. Satan needed
a womb to birth things through … as such, he needed women.
The word Kundalini actually means “the
serpent power”. It is the common Hindu
belief that within each person resides a
“serpent” coiled tightly up at the base of
the spine.
Through practicing Kundalini yoga – along
with chanting, meditation, and an
impartation from a guru – one can have
their Kundalini awakened4. Kundalini yoga
is the “power yoga” of Hinduism. It is the
pathway to supernatural power and
godhood. Kundalini yoga can also lead to
mental collapse, psychosis, and
demonization/oppression.
Kundalini energy is typically described as
a powerful energy source lying dormant in the form of
a coiled serpent at the base of the human spine. When freed, it is believed
(particularly by all Eastern religions) that Kundalini has the capacity to effect
great physical false “healings”.
Witchcraft and Kundalini are many times passed down the woman’s
bloodline5, as women are the seed carriers. Looking at the Godly Trinity, we
see God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit. We are made in
the Image of God.

For additional study, please see our book “How Fertility Cults Devour Our
Blessings”, available for download from the website, or for order from the of9ice.
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Freemasonry also awakens the false holy spirit, as the knot of the ritual apron is
tied at the base of the spine. In addition, sodomy also awakens the false holy
spirit, as well as the use of drugs.
4

Please note, the role of men in the occult is of higher rank over the women; the
top ranking men operate as the leaders with the 9inal say overall.
5
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The men represent the Father on earth to the family, Y’shua [Jesus] is our
Mediator to the Father, and the women are given the Attributes of the Holy
Spirit. Satan – not being able to create, but only able to copy or counterfeit –
has taken these very same attributes for his kingdom, twisting and perverting
the Truth.
We can now understand why
Kundalini is known as the “power
of the mother”, because it
represents the false6 holy spirit.
The false holy spirit, also known
as Kundalini is a spirit that is
VERY powerful, wrapping itself
around the backbone of people,
controlling the minds and
basically the whole person of
those that have opened
themselves up to this false holy
spirit.
We must understand that the
kingdom of darkness is highly
organized, with different levels 7
of authority (hierarchy), very much like
an army. There is a principality of the false holy spirit - The False Prophet.
Under this, many “little” false holy spirits operate on personal levels to
individually influence people. These “little” false holy spirit demons (part of the
same group of unclean spirits Y’shua [Jesus] drove out people) can also be
passed on through bloodline involvement in the occult, which leaves an open
door to the demonic for further generations, resulting in curses8.

Kundalini and Druidism …
In Druidism, the women are trained for the first twenty years of their lives to
remember the oracles of the secrets of Druidism – it was FORBIDDEN to
write anything down, everything had to be recalled by memory. In the training,
the women were subjected to a form of mind control through very serious
trauma, which caused dissociation, and allowed for the different parts
(personalities) to be programmed with the occultic knowledge of Druidism.

Please note, that this false holy spirit is also known by other names, such as
Apollo, Oracles, and so forth.
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For additional study on this, please our book “J2F Spying Out The Land”,
available for order from the of9ice.
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For additional study on personal and generational curses, as well as how to
break curses off you and your family, please see our “Journey2Freedom” series.
8
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When the men wanted the information, they would trigger the women and get
what they wanted. In this example, we see the occult role of both women and
men. The women were the carriers of the secrets, but it was the Druid high
priests (the men) that were the ultimate controllers/leaders.

Kundalini and Cabala …
It is through Cabala that the practice of
the false holy spirit [Kundalini] can be
found. Cabala incorporates within it the
image of Sephiroth [the Tree of Life,
pictured left], which is a Gnostic symbol
of both the serpent on the tree, as well as
a map of the Kundalini serpent up the
human spine through the chakras.
From a Gnostic source, the author writes:
"The Kundalini is the force of the Holy
Spirit that gives you enlightenment,
powers. So, we are not the only ones
that know about the Kundalini. Many
religions in secrecy also know this."
Kundalini, an Eastern concept of
enlightenment, is the counterfeit for the true Holy Spirit. Today we have a
new Gnostic awakening9 that is taking place all over the Christian Church. It is
being called various names, but it is no different than the practices once
experienced by the heretical early Gnostic Church.
The Kundalini awakening is referred to as a serpent-fire that lies asleep and
awakens in an up-rushing and down-pouring streams of fire.

Bottom line, what is Kundalini?10
The Hindus regard Kundalini as the divine mother, the earth goddess
indwelling in all forms and phenomena.
G.S. Arundale tells us that the verb kund means "to burn" and is significant in
relation to the fiery aspect of Kundalini. He goes on to say that kunda refers to
a hole or a bowl ...

For more information on Hollywood’s Gnostic agenda against God, check out Joe
Schimmel’s website, http://www.good9ight.org/ and his DVD “Hollywood’s War
On God”.
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Taken from “Shamans, Healers And Medicine Men” by Holger Kalweit.
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"Here we are given an idea of the vessel in which the fire burns." And kundala
represents a coil, spiral or ring, which expresses the way the inner fire
unfolds.
"Out of all these essential derivatives," says Arundale, "the word Kundalini is
born, giving creative femininity to the Fire, Serpent-Fire as it is sometimes
called, the feminine creative power asleep within a bowl, within a womb,
awakening to rhythmic movement in uprushing and downpouring streams of
Fire.11"
Kundalini has also been called the life-force ... She is the vital, animating
current within all creation.
In “Kundalini: The Secret of Life”, Swami Muktananda says that Kundalini is
"Shakti, supreme energy ... She is the active aspect of the formless,
attributeless Absolute." This life-force or energetic expression of the divine is
known by many names in other cultures:
•

The Dakota Indians speak of
wakan;

•

The Hurons of oki;

•

The Algonquian of manitou;

•

The African Sotho of moya;

•

The Bantu of nzmbi;

•

The Australians of joja;

•

The Dajak of Indonesia of
petara;

•

The Batak of Sumatra of tondi;

•

The Chinese of ch'i,

•

The Japanese of ki.

Genesis 6 and the Nephilim …
The following Scripture is key to understanding Nephilim …
Genesis 6:1-12 “1 And it came to pass, when men began to multiply on the
face of the earth, and daughters were born unto them, 2 That the sons of
God saw the daughters of men that they were fair; and they took them
wives of all which they chose. 3 And the LORD said, My spirit shall not
always strive with man, for that he also is flesh: yet his days shall be an
hundred and twenty years.
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Taken from “Kundalini: An Occult Experience”
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“4 There were giants in the earth in
those days; and also after that,
when the sons of God came in
unto the daughters of men, and
they bare children to them, the
same became mighty men which
were of old, men of renown. 5 And
GOD saw that the wickedness of
man was great in the earth, and
that every imagination of the
thoughts of his heart was only evil
continually. 6 And it repented the
LORD that he had made man on
the earth, and it grieved him at his
heart. 7 And the LORD said, I will
destroy man whom I have created
from the face of the earth; both
man, and beast, and the creeping
thing, and the fowls of the air; for it
repenteth me that I have made
them. 8 But Noah found grace in
the eyes of the LORD. 9 These are the generations of
Noah: Noah was a just man and perfect in his generations, and Noah
walked with God. 10 And Noah begat three sons, Shem, Ham, and Japheth. 11
The earth also was corrupt before God, and the earth was filled with violence.
12 And God looked upon the earth, and, behold, it was corrupt; for all flesh
had corrupted his way upon the earth.” KJV
The Tanakh12 translates the key verses as …
Genesis 6:1-4 When men began to increase on earth and daughters were
born to them, 2the divine beings saw how beautiful the daughters of men
were and took wives from among those that pleased them.—3The Lord
said, “My breath shall not abide in man forever, since he too is flesh; let the
days allowed him be one hundred and twenty years.”—4It was then, and later
too, that the Nephilim appeared on earth—when the divine beings
cohabited with the daughters of men, who bore them offspring. They
were the heroes of old, the men of renown.

Have you ever wondered about this passage?

What exactly are the Scriptures describing?
12Jewish

Publication Society. (1997, c1985). Tanakh: The Holy Scriptures : A new
translation of the Holy Scriptures according to the traditional Hebrew text. (Ge
6:1). Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society.
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Genesis 6 describes the first incursion of the fallen angels (translated as
“sons of God” or “divine beings”) – those that rebelled against the LORD, and
were cast out with satan – upon the earth. The passage describes these fallen
angels co-habiting (having sexual relations) with mortal women, to birth
hybrids (half supernatural beings, half mortal beings) called “Nephilim”.

How is this incursion related to
Noah and the flood?
The Scriptures tell us that Noah was a righteous man, “perfect” in his
generations – meaning Noah and his sons had not been corrupted by this
incursion of the fallen angels upon the earth. On the other hand, the passage
tells us that – besides Noah and his family – the rest of man and beast had
been corrupted. You see, not only had man’s cup of iniquity become full, but
that barrier established by God – that supernatural beings (fallen angels) were
not to co-habit with man – had been crossed.

We must always remember that
God is GOOD ALL THE TIME!
The flood was an act of Divine Love,
in which God was protecting the
future of mankind – and the future
bloodline of the coming Messiah –
from corruption by the kingdom of
darkness. We must remember that
we are in a WAR! What better
strategy for satan and his kingdom to
attack God’s Creation in such a way,
and try to foil God’s Plan of
Redemption by corrupting the
bloodline of the Messiah?
So, how does this tie-in with
Nephilim, “aliens”, Bible-prophecy,
and End Times … and today?
In speaking about the End Times,
Y’shua [Jesus] tell us that:
Luke 17:26 “26 And as it was in the days of Noah, so shall it be also in the
days of the Son of man.”
Matthew 24:37 “37 But as the days of Noah were, so shall also the coming of
the Son of man be.”
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Does this mean that in the End Times, there will be a final incursion of the
fallen angels and Nephilim upon the earth? If so, do we see any evidence of
this?

The answer to both questions is YES!
We have not gone into much detail regarding this final incursion13 – this final
war against God through the co-mingling14 of man and the fallen angels of the
kingdom of darkness – as there are many solid, Biblically-based researchers,
teachers, and scholars that have done extensive research and study on this
topic. The many interviews, articles, and audio podcasts are readily available
online, and we encourage you to check out the following websites for further
study. Please note, in this article, we are simply pointing people to the various
information references (found at the following links), and encourage everyone
to do their own research, and with the help of the Holy Spirit, to come to their
own conclusions. If you are unable to download the various audio interviews
and videos, please contact the office via email. We have put together a data
DVD with the various files, which can be played on your computer. The cost is
R 30, excluding postage.

Please note, there is much evidence that there are women today that have
birthed Nephilim as a result of sexual relations with both demonic principalities
and Nephilim. The union between natural women and these principalities (fallen
angels) results in a hybrid Nephilim. In addition, there is evidence that Nephilim
are also co-habiting with natural women, to again produce hybrid Nephilim. We
must remember that Nephilim are completely out of God’s Plan for man, and
being a hybrid-mix, they cannot be saved or redeemed ... They are not humans in
the proper Biblical understanding. That is why God had to destroy all of mankind
with the 9lood except for Noah and his family.
13

It is also important to understand that previously in modern times, it was not
just any woman who could birth a Nephilim. Kundalini is positioned under the
false holy spirit principality/The False Prophet; one can easily open yourself up
to the Kundalini spirit through involvement in yoga, Freemasonry, New Age, the
occult, drugs, and so forth ... Only those women from the top thirteen royal-occult
bloodlines, whose bloodlines were 9illed with generational iniquity and heavy
involvement in the occult, and who had been highly programmed through DID/
SRA, were able to birth Nephilim. However, as of 2002 and the “Genesis
Project” (see the interviews with Doug Riggs and Jennifer Diane for more
information), it is now possible for a “normal” woman to birth a Nephilim. Take
note! The women in the Genesis 6 account were “average” women! This ability
for “normal” women to birth Nephilim is evidence we ARE in the last days, such
as in the days of Noah! Today, all that is needed for a woman to be abducted, or to
birth a Nephilim, is for her to be dissociative (be DID, which in our modern
society of broken people is quite common) and her bloodline to be “open” due to
generational iniquity (something we are ALL subjected to unless healed and set
free by the Blood of the Lamb!).
14
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•

http://www.lamarzulli.net/index.htm

LA Marzulli has done extensive research on Nephilim, alien abductions,
UFO’s, and the paranormal. He has a daily blog, as well as a radio iTunes
podcast called “Acceleration Radio”, in which he interviews many guests
regarding prophecy and the supernatural/paranormal.
•

http://www.apollyonrising2012.com/

Tom Horn has written several books on the subject of Nephilim and transhumanism, and how this is connected with prophecy and the coming Great
Deception.
•

http://vftb.net/

Derek Gilbert has done many lengthy interviews with those solid, Biblicallybased people (such as Tom Horn, LA Marzulli, Connie Huft, and so forth)
warning about the Nephilim/alien15 deception and agenda.
•

http://www.prophecyinthenews.com/

"Prophecy In The News" also has some excellent interviews on the subject.
The videos can be viewed in the archive section of the website, or download
as a free podcast in iTunes.
•

http://douglashamp.com/

Douglas Hamp has done extensive research into the Biblical understanding of
Nephilim, giants, and the days of Noah, and how this is connected to EndTime prophecy. He has many articles up on his website, as well as the first
several chapters to his excellent book “Corrupting The Image”.
•

http://www.khouse.org/

Chuck Missler has several excellent studies on Nephilim and the giants of the
Old Testament. Several of these teachings are available to watch on YouTube.
An excellent “beginners” video is his interview with Sid Roth, which can be
seen on YouTube at the following link, or download as a free podcast from
iTunes: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hIRtTPryQvM.

Please keep in mind, there is a direct connection between the “alien”
abductions phenomena and the Nephilim-birthing project of today. Both the
evidence of cattle/animal mutilations, and the personal testimonies of people
who have been abducted, reveal that some kind of sinister experiments were
being done by the kingdom of darkness, in order to improve the Nephilimbirthing project, and to create a “super” race of humans, mingled with the seed of
the fallen principalities/angels. Unlike the giants of old, the Nephilim of today are
now very similar-looking to earth-humans, in fact, they look exactly the same.
15
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•

http://www.dougriggs.org/

Doug Riggs is a long-time pastor who has been – and is – helping/counseling
women who have been Nephilim “mothers”, women who have actually birthed
Nephilim “children”. Unlike the giants (the Nephilim) of the Old Testament16,
Nephilim today look very much like us humans, and have infiltrated all walks
of life, in order to bring about the kingdom of darkness’ deception/agenda. As
Jude warns:
Jude 1:5-7 “5 I will therefore put you in remembrance, though ye once knew
this, how that the Lord, having saved the people out of the land of Egypt,
afterward destroyed them that believed not. 6 And the angels which kept not
their first estate, but left their own habitation, he hath reserved in
everlasting chains under darkness unto the judgment of the great day. 7 Even
as Sodom and Gomorrha, and the cities about them in like manner, giving
themselves over to fornication, and going after strange flesh, are set forth
for an example, suffering the vengeance of eternal fire.” KJV

In conclusion …
In conclusion, it is important to understand that there is a difference, and
separation, between the spirit of Kundalini and the Nephilim. Some teachers
are teaching that the spirit of Kundalini is a result of the seed of the Nephilim,
and that the two are actually the same. However, when one studies Nephilim
and fallen principalities/angels, it is clear that these two – Kundalini and the
Nephilim – cannot be the same “spirit”.
Kundalini is a serpent-demonic spirit, a counterfeit spirit to the Holy Spirit,
which is, sadly, becoming more prevalent in the Body today ... Nephilim are
supernatural hybrids, birthed from the union between principalities and/or
fallen angels and earth-women.
We encourage you to research this topic for yourself, to listen/watch all the
interviews listed (which go into much greater detail) ... and to examine and
study the Scriptures, asking the Holy Spirit for HIS Wisdom and Guidance.
The purpose of this article is to send out a warning ... to awaken the Body of
Messiah (and anyone else who will hear!), that supernatural activity is
increasing, and the kingdom of darkness is stepping up the war in a big way –
they know the time is short!

Goliath and his brothers are examples of Nephilim in the Old Testament. Have
you ever wondered why David chose 9ive stones? He killed Goliath with one ... but
did you know that Goliath had four brothers, who were also giants? For more
information, we encourage you to check out Jim Staley’s teaching “The Sons Of
God And The Nephilim”, available as a free podcast download in iTunes, or from
http://jim-staley.podomatic.com/.
16
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We are also wanting to warn about the possibility for an “alien” deception.
What if “aliens” start appearing, with huge UFO’s, declaring that they are our
“intelligent designers”, and that they will help unit the world, and solve all our
problems? That they come in “peace”17, to help us ... maybe even performing
“miracles” and lying wonders?
The Body of Messiah needs to have the answers, warning against this
deception!
“Aliens”, principalities / fallen angels, and Nephilim – no matter how “good”
they portray themselves to be – are EVIL, satanic, and of the kingdom of
darkness. They are NOT our friends18, and are not here to help us in anyway
– they have a demonic agenda against God and His Creation.
It is also not our desire to cause fear through this information – our King
Y’shua (Jesus) is the KING of the universe, and in His Name, Y’shua (Jesus),
in His Authority, we have power over19 all the enemy!
Colossians 2:15 “15 And having spoiled principalities and powers, he made
a shew of them openly, triumphing over them in it.”
We have the promise, that as the Day approaches, and evil abounds, so
God’s Light will shine, and His Power, will increase all the more!
May the Father lead you and grant you discernment as you watch and pray!

Shalom!
Have you ever considered just how many movies, TV shows, and computer
games in recent years deal with the supernatural realm and “aliens”? Almost
every movie – even those for children! – have some sort of supernatural theme,
with the world coming to an end, and “aliens” appearing ... are we being prepared
for something? Are we being desensitized to the deception of how evil these
“extra-terrestrials” are? Something to think about ... For more information on
Hollywood’s agenda against God, check out Joe Schimmel’s website, http://
www.good9ight.org/
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L.A. Marzulli gives an excellent warning of “rebuke and 9lee”. If you do
encounter some sort of supernatural being, or see a UFO (anything that you are
not absolutely sure is of the LORD), don’t stick around to see, ask questions, or
become curious ... Rebuke in the Name of Y’shua [Jesus], and 9lee.
18

There are many personal testimonies of those who have begun to experience
sleep paralysis or “alien” abductions, and as soon as they are able to call on the
Name of Y’shua (Jesus), the evil presence 9lees! This “pheneomon” was pivotal in
a well-established UFO researcher coming to trust in Messiah Y’shua [Jesus], as
he had found that the only thing that stopped these evil situations was the Power
and Authority of Y’shua (Jesus). For more information, check out http://
stopsleepparalysis.org/
19
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